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About This Game

Experience true combat gameplay in a massive military sandbox. Deploying a wide variety of single- and multiplayer content,
over 20 vehicles and 40 weapons, and limitless opportunities for content creation, this is the PC’s premier military game.

Authentic, diverse, open - Arma 3 sends you to war.

Key Features in Arma 3

Altis & Stratis
Defeat your enemy on a richly detailed, open-world battlefield – stretching over 290 km² of Mediterranean island
terrain. From expansive cities to rolling hills, whether steamrolling your tank across the dusty plains, flying a transport
helicopter over the dense forests, or waging asymmetric warfare from the rocky hills, the islands of Altis and Stratis are
dynamic worlds, which lend themselves to the most varied engagements in gaming.

Weapons & Vehicles
Head into combat on foot, drive armored vehicles, or take to the skies in helicopters and jets. Conduct a combined arms
attack over air, land, and sea, with over 20 vehicles to drive and pilot, 40+ weapons to pick from, customizable loadouts
with short- and long-distance attachments, and various types of gear to suit your needs on the battlefield. With a massive
arsenal at your disposal, Arma 3 moves you into a world of tactical opportunities.

Singleplayer
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Follow the story of Ben Kerry, a soldier who gets caught up in a Mediterranean flashpoint, across three gameplay-driven
campaign episodes: Survive, Adapt, Win. Immerse yourself in Arma 3’s diverse gameplay by completing the focused
showcase scenarios. Run through the competitive firing drills to hone your shooting and movement skills, and complete
your training by signing up to Arma 3 Bootcamp, which features SP and MP tutorials, and a dedicated Virtual Reality
practice environment.

Multiplayer
Fight online in the massive military sandbox that is Arma 3. Form a squad and team up against your enemy in the
official Defend and Seize multiplayer scenarios. Or jump into one of the many popular unofficial game modes
developed by the Arma 3 community. Experience a new form of multiplayer in Arma 3 Zeus, where Game Masters have
the ability to influence the battlefield of other players in real-time.

Content Creation
Start creating your own experiences with Arma 3’s intuitive scenario editor and powerful modding tools. Enjoy a
platform filled with player-created content, ranging from custom weapons and vehicles, to intense singleplayer scenarios
and entirely new multiplayer game modes. Share and discover content on the Arma 3 Steam Workshop, which lets you
install player-created content with a click of a button.

Revamped Engine
Navigate the battlefield with fluid new animations; feel the devastating power of combat with the upgraded sound
engine, new ragdoll simulation and PhysX™-supported vehicles. Pushed forward by game-changing innovations, the
highly moddable Real Virtuality™ 4 engine powers a new generation of Arma with even more stunning graphics, broad
simulation gameplay, and massive sandbox terrains.
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Title: Arma 3
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2013

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 32 GB free space

Audio: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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This game is poppin but they really really want u to buy their DLC. I wasted credits on a vehicle via request support tab, tried to
drive it and it wouldn't let me. A screen popped up telling me to buy the DLC in order to operate it as a crew member. Why
even have it be spawnable if I can't drive it lmao

-Arma 2 had more vehicles and content
-AI in arma 3 is still\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665but improved over Arma 2.
-Voice acting is alot better in arma 3
-Awesome scenery, Big maps
-Ghillie suits in the game kind of look like nugs of weed
-Seems to be optimized to a point, Lots of graphics options
-Workshop compatibility
-Immersive sounds just like arma 2
-Working Bipods
-More command options
-Much better Editor
-Faster loading times compared to Arma 2
-Some interesting features and scenarios. they shall update the actual required PC specifications or they will continue on having
people refund the game like me. not a bad minecraft skyblock sim at low settings. It is one of the best games in my opinion I
enjoy the roleplaying in it. paid mods lol. I've been trying to play this game and I really want to enjoy it, but it incredibly
complicated. Too many commands and command key combinations for all sorts of garbage actions, it will take you hundreds of
hours to learn.

I don't know why they decided to to that for this game. If I want to enjoy playing the game, I have to go through the lists - YES
plural list of commands (like 8)- and customize everything. And by customizing, I mean using the standard action keys of most
shooter games.

Bought during discount weekend for $10. Not a big deal, but I wouldn't purchase at higher prices.

. I enjoyed arma 3 when it came out and had fun with my friends.

What has killed the game for me to this day is the DLC and those DLC are jets, helicopters, marksmen, tank and tac-ops
mission pack, maybe law of war pack if its also missions and karts. It feels like they are selling me a painting but only giving me
half of it and selling the other half in tiny packs and so if I really want to enjoy the painting fully I need get the packs.

 Personally I wouldn't do that as it supports a cash crab mentality.

I am okay with the Contact and Cold war Germany as those are packs that are completely different from what they offered.
Back to the painting example its like mini paintings that related to the first painting, like same painter.

That is how I feel who cares.. Although the AI is admittedly more intelligent than the 13% of the population that commits 50%
of the homicides, it is still criminally stupid.. I have PTSD now
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It is one of the best games in my opinion I enjoy the roleplaying in it. You get pounded with in-game ads if you haven't got the
DLC. Anyone here old enough to remember Operation Flashpoint that came out back in 2001? Well I had that back in the day
and absolutely loved it and ARMA 3 is it's spiritual successor. Seeing online streams of this game along with DCS World were
the kick up the backside I needed to save up and finally get a new PC after 10 or more years being strictly console gaming.

When you first play, it instantly feels like Operation Flashpoint all over again but with more polished visuals. The size and scope
of the maps, the amount of vehicles and the squad commands etc. This isn't as fast paced as Call of Duty or Battlefield. It's
more of a sim. You have to actually plan and execute your missions carefully rather than just running in and shooting anything
that moves.

I haven't tried multiplayer yet as I'm still trying to get through all the campaigns and DLC first but if I have one major criticism,
it's the A.I. I'm sure most of us are yet to play a game with 'perfect' A.I. but you'd think with all the years of experience
Bohemia Interactive has with these games, that their A.I. programming skills would be a bit more seasoned. There's nothing
more annoying than shooting from around the corner of a wall only to have an NPC squad member start doing the same thing
from the same wall but right in front of your line of fire! You then fail the mission for friendly fire. Also, on some missions
there's been incidents of squad members lagging far, far behind the rest of the group. When the the said member is given the
order to 'regroup', he confirms the order but just goes prone on the ground and doesn't move at all. You quite literally have to go
all the way back to his position before he get's back up and begins to follow you again. And that brings me to the
menu\/command system. Yes, there are lot's of commands which are laid out pretty much exactly the same as Operation
Flashpoint's. I wasn't a fan of them then and I'm still not now. There surely has to be a more user friendly and efficient way of
getting these commands into the game and for the user to implement them quickly and efficiently?

Anyway, that's it. Is it worth getting? Yes. I think most PC gamers have this in their collection by now. It's a great game but the
A.I. and menu\/command system feel out-dated and they're what let's the title down ever so slightly for me personally.

Other than that, enjoy!. Top notch game, i suggest joining a Zeus server once you finish the tutorial, it's where you'll get the
most straightforward gameplay. Kinda like Battlefields conquest, but wayyyyyy too covert.. Very fun playing with friends and
sometimes RP, but game runs like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Great game. Has a few great story missions.
However multiplayer and mods is where it is at. Recommended that you try some of the many modded servers.. This game is
poppin but they really really want u to buy their DLC. I wasted credits on a vehicle via request support tab, tried to drive it and it
wouldn't let me. A screen popped up telling me to buy the DLC in order to operate it as a crew member. Why even have it be
spawnable if I can't drive it lmao

-Arma 2 had more vehicles and content
-AI in arma 3 is still\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665but improved over Arma 2.
-Voice acting is alot better in arma 3
-Awesome scenery, Big maps
-Ghillie suits in the game kind of look like nugs of weed
-Seems to be optimized to a point, Lots of graphics options
-Workshop compatibility
-Immersive sounds just like arma 2
-Working Bipods
-More command options
-Much better Editor
-Faster loading times compared to Arma 2
-Some interesting features and scenarios. Be warned, this game has absolutely nothing to do with AutoRegressive Moving
Average models.

Artifact Adventure Gaiden Playism Publisher Sale - Up to 80% off!:
We are finishing off our 8th anniversary month with a huge sale on Steam!
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We want to thank everyone who has been a part of Playism in the past 8 years, we couldn’t have done any of this without all you
amazing people!

We have nearly our whole catalog on sale for up to 80% off!

For extra deals, don't forget to check out our bundles!

Playism Strategy Bundle
Contains: Unholy Heights, Rime Berta, Magic Potion Explorer, A Healer Only Lives Twice

Playism JRPG Bundle
Contains: One Way Heroics, Artifact Adventure, LiEat, Helen's Mysterious Castle

Playism 2D Action Bundle
Contains: La-Mulana, Kero Blaster, Momodora: Reverie Under the Moonlight

PLAYISM Metroidvania bundle
Contains: La-Mulana, Momodora: Reverie Under the Moonlight, La-Mulana 2, Touhou Luna Nights

Check out the full list of games on our Steam Page, or on our blog![blog.playism-games.com]

---

Playism. Up to 80% off in the Lunar New Year Sales!:
Hello Playism Fans

Happy Lunar New Year! The Steam sales have kicked off and there are celebrations all around.
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We have set a whole bunch of amazing Playism games on sale, with up to 80% off!
Check out the full list on our Publisher Page or on the Playism blog[blog.playism-games.com].

On top of having up to 80% off, we also have some exciting news!

Touhou Luna Nights - Announcing the next update and end of Early Access. Up to 80% off in the Golden Week Sales!:
In celebration for the new Era "Reiwa" in Japan, we are taking part in the Golden Week Sale on Steam!

We have up to 80% off the Playism Catalog, so dive in now while sales last!

Check out the full list on our Publisher Page.

Check out all the exciting games on sale now!
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---

Playism. Up to 80% off in the Winter Sales:

Its that time of year again, and we have set our games on sale to join in with the Winter Sales!
Check out our catalog with fantastic indie games up to 80% off!!

Discover all the sales on our games in our Sale List!

View our Sales now!

---

Playism. Steam Weekly Sales!:
Hello Playism Fans

We hope that you are doing well!!
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We are excited to announce that we have a whole range of Playism titles on sale this week with up to 80% off!
Check out the full list on our Publisher Page.

Check out all the exciting games on sale now!

---

Playism. Playism Weekly Sales - A Week of Wonder!:

Playism has kicked off the week with an exciting collection of Playism Games on sale!
Dive into and explore new worlds full of wonder, galore and more!

We have also set a lot of our new games on sale, including La-Mulana 2, Hakoniwa Explorer Plus and Ark Noir, which opens up
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to new, unexplored areas and exciting discoveries.

View the full sale list on Steam!
View the full sale list on the Playism Blog![blog.playism-games.com]

---

Other Languages. Playism Games in Steam's Weekly Sale:
Hi Playism fans!

We are happy to announce that a whole selection of Playism titles are on sale this week!
Check out our catalog of fantastic indie games up to 80% off!!
Discover all the sales on our games in our Sale List!
View our Sales now!

Strange Telephone Out Now. Golden Week Holiday Announcement:
Hi All

We hope you are doing great and enjoying all the Playism games!

As Playism is based in Japan, we wanted to notify you all that due to the extended Japanese holidays this year for Golden Week
at the start of May, we will be closing our offices and operations from April 27th to May 6th.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause, however, we will be back on May 7th, and shall handle all issues from then
onwards.

Regards
The Playism Team

---
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Playism. Steam Autumn Sales!:
Hi All

The Autumn Sales have started on Steam and we are going full on by hosting some phenomenal sales across the majority of our
games!

Dive into the full list of games which are up to 80% off on the Playism sale page!

Nominate us for the Steam Awards!. Pixel Game Maker MV - Now on Weekly Sale:
Hi Playism fans!

We are happy to announce that this week, we'll be offering Pixel Game Maker MV - the latest entry in the Maker series,
currently being distributed by Playism - at a 20% off discount for our Weekly Sale.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/837510/Pixel_Game_Maker_MV__MV/

Pixel Game Maker MV allows you to create all sorts of original games without any programming ability required whatsoever.
For example, you could even create your own version of La-Mulana 2!

*This image features a boss battle created using Pixel Game Maker MV.

Pixel Game Maker MV is currently in Early Access, and we're in the process of gathering feedback and requests from many of
our players. Don't miss this opportunity to give the title a spin!

We hope you enjoy Pixel Game Maker MV!
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Other Languages
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